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Leonid Borisovič Krasin Papers

Collection ID  ARCH00757
Creator  Krasin, Leonid Borisovič
Period  (1880-) 1917-1925 (1931)1917-1925
Period (bulk)  1917-1925
Extent  0.25 m.
Language list  English
Language of Material  Russian

Context

Biographical Note
Full name: Leonid Borisovič Krasin; born in Kurgan, Russia 1870, died in London 1926; Soviet diplomat; social democrat from 1890; elected member of the Bolshevik Central Committee in 1905; took part in the Brest Litovsk peace negotiations in 1918; appointed Commissar for Trade and for Transport in 1919; established diplomatic and trade relations with Western Europe and attended international economical conferences; in 1924 appointed as Soviet Ambassador to France, in 1925 to Great Britain.

Acquisition
The IISH acquired this collection in 1936 from his widow in London with financial support of the Centrale Arbeiders- Verzekerings- en Deposito-Bank (the Centrale). The collection was mentioned in the Annual Report of 1936 (p. 21). An accrual came from his daughter Ludmilla Mathias-Krasina in 1977.

Content and Structure

Content
Some 150 letters by Krasin in Soviet Russia to his wife and daughters abroad 1917-1925 and n.d.; handwritten notes on Soviet foreign policy, etc. c. 1921-1925; personal documents c. 1880-1925; typescript of 'Memoirs of an old Revolutionist' by N. Burenin 1931.

Processing Information
List by Leo van Rossum, edited by Tiny de Boer in 2010
Revised for purposes of digitization by Eva van Oene in 2015.

Subjects

Geographic Names
USSR (former)

Themes
Communist movements and parties
Socialist and social democrat parties/Socialist International
International relations

Material Type
Archival material

Access and Use

Access
Not restricted

Restrictions on Use
For reasons of protection of the original documents, only scans are available for use.

Preferred Citation
Leonid Borisovič Krasin Papers, inventory number ..., International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam

Allied Material

Alternative Form
Complete Papers digitized as part of the Centrale Project 2012-2016.

Inventory

1-4 Letters by Krasin to his wife Ljub' Vasil'evna Krasin-Milovidova and daughters Ljudmila, Ekaterina and Ljubov'. 1917-1919, 1921-1925 and n.d. 4 folders

1 1917.
2 1918-1919.
3 1921-1923.
4 1924-1925 and n.d.

1 folder and 1 cover
5 Personal documents and certificates 'before 1917'. 1880, 1886-1887, 1890-1891, 1894, 1896-1900. (folder)
6 Passport, laissez passer and membership cards 'after 1917'. 1917-1918, 1923-1925.

7-15 Notes. c. 1921-1925. 9 covers
7
Note on the general foundations of the Soviet foreign policy. N.d.
8 General survey of policy, from 1917 onwards. 1925 (?)
9 Notes on treaty of March, 16, 1921 'Dogovor 16.III.1921 g. zaključen protiv Kerzona'. 1921 (?)
10 Notes on foreign policy, dated 20/X Char' kov. N.d.
11 Notes on internal policy. N.d.
12 Notes on foreign trade and internal policy. N.d.
13 Notes on internal trade policy. N.d.
14 Notes on internal policy. First page missing. N.d.
15 Notes on the lecture 'Doklad inženera-technologa L.B. Krasina: Električeskaja peredača energii na neftjanych promyslach Apšeronskago poluostrva'. N.d.
16-18 Typescript of the 'Memoirs of an Old Revolutionist' by N. Burenin, including photographs. In English. 1931. 3 folders
17 Part I, p. 41-84.
18 Part II, p. 85-182.